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Abstract

An often stated problem in the state-of-the-art web search is its lack of user
adaptation, as all users are presented with the same search results for a given
query string. A user submitting an ambiguous query such as ”java” with
a strong interest in traveling might appreciate finding pages related to the
Indonesian island Java. However, if the same user searched for programming
tutorials a few minutes ago, the situation would be completely different, and
call for programming-related results. Furthermore suppose our sample user
searches for ”java hashmap”. Again imposing her interest into traveling
might this time have the contrary effect and even harm the result quality.
Thus the effectiveness of a personalization of web search shows high variance
in performance depending on the query, the user and the search context. To
this end, carefully choosing the right personalization strategy in a context-
sensitive manner is critical for an improvement of search results.

In this thesis, we present a general framework that dynamically adapts the
query-result ranking to the different information needs in order to improve
the search experience for the individual user. We distinguish three different
search goals, namely whether the user re-searches known information, delves
deeper into a topic she is generally interested in, or satisfies an ad-hoc infor-
mation need. We take an implicit relevance feedback approach that makes
use of the user’s web interactions, however, vary what constitutes the ex-
amples of relevant and irrelevant information according to the user’s search
mode. We show that incorporating user behavior data can significantly
improve the ordering of top results in a real web search setting.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Standard information retrieval systems rely on two orthogonal paradigms:
the textual similarity with the query (e.g., tf-idf-based cosine similarity) on
one hand and a query independent measure of each web page’s importance
(e.g., link authority ranking) on the other hand. However, these systems
generally lack user modeling and thus are far from being optimal. This is
clear in the following cases:

1. Different users may submit exactly the same query even though they
have different intentions. The most famous examples of such am-
biguous queries include bass (fish or instrument), java (programming
language, island or coffee), jaguar (animal, car or Apple software) and
IR application (Infrared application or Information Retrieval applica-
tion).

For example, assume we have two users, one of whom is a computer
science student, and the other is a geography student. Figure 1.1
represents the top-6 results returned by Google when the query ”java
map” is submitted. The result set spans two categories, namely the
Java map collection classes and maps for the Indonesian island Java.
Generally speaking, the computer science student would be most likely
interested in the Java map collection classes, whereas the geography
student would be interested in locating maps for the Indonesian island
Java.

Thus, without adding the user’s interests to the retrieval process, there
is no way the system can learn what the user means by such queries.
By making use of the user’s search history and visited pages, we can
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Figure 1.1: Top-6 Google results for the query ”java map”

deduce what the user is generally interested in and then bias the search
results towards this general user interest.

2. It is often the case that users develop short-term information needs
outside the scope of their general long-term interest. By making use
of the search context, i.e., the user’s last few queries and the user’s
last visited pages, we can deduce what the user is currently interested
in and bias the results ranking towards this current user interest. This
can be also useful in the case of very general queries such as restaurants
or abbreviation queries where the abbreviation stands for more than
one concept.
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Let’s return to the same example as in the previous case and assume
the computer science student decided to spend the summer vacation
in Indonesia. After doing some research about cheap flights to Indone-
sia and what are the different touristic offers that are available, she
decided to go to the Indonesian island Java. Now, if she submits the
same query ”java map” again, using her long-term search history or
her general interest might in this case harm the results quality since
she is currently interested in the island rather than the programming
language. However, if the search system can make use of the search
session context, and take into consideration the fact that her last query
was about traveling to Indonesia, the system could learn to bias the
results towards the Indonesian island this time.

3. Another case where we believe search personalization could be of great
use is the case of recurring queries. Recurring queries are queries that
the user has submitted before. In most cases queries are topic driven,
unless of course the user is locating a certain URL or looking for a
spelling or a definition of a certain word using the search engine. In the
case of topic-driven queries, the queries about the same topic usually
take the form of a cycle of query submission, results checking, and
query modification. This often continues until the user finally finds
what she is looking for. The next time the user issues a recurring query,
a smart retrieval system could make use of the user’s past interactions
(i.e., query modifications and results clicks) in order to automatically
modify the query for the user and even more, present the user with
the results that she would most likely be interested in.

1.2 Our approach and Contribution

We aim at a holistic approach towards search personalization that supports
and balances the different search goals a user might pursue. To this end, we
differentiate three major search modes as follows.

Re-finding known information As motivated in [29], returning to in-
formation once successfully found is an important user need. Despite the
existence of bookmarking tools that would allow the user to achieve this
goal in a direct manner, users quite often prefer to re-search for information
by re-submitting a previously issued query.

Finding out about topics of user interest By considering the long-
term search and browse history of a user, the main topics of user interest
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Figure 1.2: Search personalization architecture

emerge. Whenever a user query is ambiguous or broad in nature, superpos-
ing the learnt user interests might serve the user search experience. However,
as already found in [27] the benefit of such an approach might differ for re-
curring as compared to fresh queries which motivates a differentiated usage
of long-term user information.

Serving an ad-hoc information need Yet even though a user might
have strong focus on several topics of interest, she still might switch inter-
ests or develop some short-term information needs outside the scope of her
interests.

As especially the browsing activities beyond search are outside the reach
of a search engine, client-side solutions are favorable. Moreover, as all user
data is kept locally, user privacy is not violated. We therefore set up a
client-side search personalization with the use of a proxy which is running
locally. It intercepts all HTTP traffic, extracts queries, query chains, i.e.,
subsequently posed queries, result sets, clicked result pages, as well as the
whole clickstream of subsequently visited web pages, and stores this infor-
mation to a local database file which we refer to as the local index in the
following. Accordingly, searches with Google (the same approach can be
easily applied to any other search engine as well) are intercepted and search
results are re-ranked according to personal preferences. Figure 1.2 gives an
overview of our search personalization architecture.
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1.3 Overview of the Thesis

Chapter 2 comprises some fundamentals on the general information retrieval
process as well as incorporating relevance feedback information. Recent
related work is summarized in the subsequent Chapter 3. The framework
of our approach is described in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 is devoted to some
implementation issues and Chapter 6 contains descriptions and results of
the conducted experiments. The conclusion and possible future work are
presented in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2

Foundations

Roughly speaking, web information search is the process of using a web
search engine like Google to locate documents that are relevant to a certain
query that the user submits to fulfill a certain information need. The typical
scenario for a web search is the following:

1. The user submits a query of few words that she thinks best represent
her information need.

2. The search engine runs the query along a set of indexed documents
and returns an ordered list of matching documents. In order to ensure
that the search speed is in the order of milliseconds, and to avoid
overwhelming the user with a huge list of candidate documents, the
query results are usually retrieved in the form of pages. The first
results’ page retrieved contains the top-k documents that match the
query. The term top-k refers to the k documents that match the query
the most. Usually the selection of these documents depends mainly
on a couple of measures: the textual similarity of the document to the
query and a query independent web page importance.

3. Once the search engine has determined the top-k documents that
match the user’s query, it returns a query focused snippet of each
document, along with the title and the URL. The user checks one or
more results’ pages, and clicks on interesting results that look promis-
ing based on the title and snippet. This step constitutes a means of
relevance feedback, where the user implicitly implies what she found
relevant to her query by her interactions with the result set.

4. Typically, after viewing few results’ pages, if the user still has not
located what she is looking for, she refines her query, resubmits the
refined query and the same scenario takes place again.
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Before we highlight the details of our attempt to improve the search ex-
perience for the individual user, and to make this cycle of query-submission,
results-checking and query-refinement as short as possible, we need to lay
the ground for the retrieval process mechanism. This chapter starts by a
description of the fundamentals of the information retrieval process. This
is followed by an overview of the top-k retrieval procedure that is a key
function in both the traditional as well as the personalized retrieval process.
Section 2.3 deals with relevance feedback and how it can be incorporated
in the retrieval process in order to improve web searching. We finally sum-
marize the methods used to assess the qualiy of search results in Section
2.4.

2.1 The Information Retrieval Process

Current web information search is based on two orthogonal paradigms: the
content-based approach on one hand and the structure-based on the other
hand. The information retrieval process starts by creating a document col-
lection that captures as much documents on the web as possible. This is
achieved by continually crawling and indexing web documents. That is,
starting from a set of base URLs, documents are fetched, parsed and con-
tained links and terms are extracted. All outgoing links are fed back for
further crawling, whereas the obtained terms are mapped to features by
normalizations (lower case, word stem and stopword elimination) and an
inverted index is built up. The terminology “inverted” here refers to the
reversed mapping direction. Instead of each document pointing to the set
of features it contains, each feature is associated with the set of documents
it occurs in. With the use of sophisticated datastructures, like “B+ trees”,
a fast lookup of documents via index features is facilitated. The index sizes
of current search engines cover more than 7 billion web pages.

The next steps following crawling and indexing are query-dependent.
Retrieving relevant documents can be achieved according to several models
that differ in the representation of documents and queries as well as the
definition of both similarity and relevance. In the following, we give an
overview of the vector space model which is the underlying model for our
approach to personalization. This is followed by a very short overview about
another component that contributes to the final rank of each document,
namely the structure-based ranking.

2.1.1 Vector Space Model

The basic idea of the Vector Space (VS) model is to represent both a docu-
ment and a query as a vector in a high-dimensional space where each dimen-
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sion corresponds to a term. The main assumption is that if document vector
V1 is closer to the query vector than another document vector V2, then the
document represented by V1 is more relevant than the one represented by
V2. That is, relevance is modeled through similarity between a document
and a query. There are three fundamental problems in this approach:

1. how to define the dimensions (i.e., term space)?

2. how to map a document/query into a vector?

3. how to measure the similarity?

Different answers lead to different variants of the vector space model. Over
decades, people have heuristically explored many variations of answers to
all these questions. Empirical results show that

1. single words are often good enough for defining dimensions, which is
why single word-based indexing remains the dominant trend in re-
trieval and is what the current search engines are using;

2. term frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf) weighting and doc-
ument length normalization are among the most effective heuristics for
computing term vectors;

3. the optimality of a similarity measure highly depends on term weight-
ing, which is not surprising as they are interacting components in the
same retrieval function.

Let’s look in more details at the answer to each of these questions. As-
sume we have a corpus of n unique terms. Each document/query d can be
represented as a vector ~X = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) where xi is the score of term i
in document/query d. The next step is to define how to measure the score
xi. For the terms that do not occur in d the score xi is trivially zero. To
compute the score for the terms that occur in d, we define below the two
most dominant scoring schemes, the traditional tf-idf scheme and the BM25
scheme (also referred to as Okapi).

Let ~X be the vector representation of document/query d, ti be the ith term
in vector ~X, then

tfi denotes the term frequency, i.e., the number of occurrences of term ti in
document d ,

dfi is the document frequency, i.e., the number of documents term ti occurs
in,
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N is the number of documents in the corpus,

idfi is the inverse document frequency with

idfi =
N

dfi

,

dl is the document length of document d, i.e., the number of terms in doc-
ument d, and

avdl is the average document length in the corpus, i.e.,

avdl =

∑N
j=1 dlj

N

Definition 1 (tf-idf).
xi = tfi ∗ log(idfi)

The intuition behind the traditional tf-idf scoring scheme is the fact that
terms that occur more frequently in a document should have higher weights,
which is achieved by the tf part of the formula. Since terms that occur in
a large number of documents would not be very discriminative, each term
score is damped by its document frequency.

Definition 2 (BM25).

xi = log(
N − dfi + 0.5

dfi + 0.5
)

The intuition behind the BM25 scoring scheme is somehow more tricky
than that of the traditional tf-idf. It is based on the probabilistic retrieval
framework where the total score of document d with respect to a given query
is the probability that the document is relevant given its terms frequencies.

Since queries are also modeled as n-dimensional weighted term vectors,
the task of retrieving documents that match a query becomes solely a metric
similarity computation. Again we distinguish between the two different
schemes, the tf-idf and BM25. For the latter, the simple dot-product is
used to compute the similarity, since it already includes document length
normalization and for the former the most common metric for similarity is
the cosine-similarity. The cosine similarity is defined as follows.

Definition 3 (Cosine Similarity). Let ~d be a document vector and ~q a
query vector. Then the similarity can be computed as follows:

sim(~d, ~q) =

∑n
i=1 di ∗ qi

∑n
i=1 d2

i ∗
∑n

i=1 q2
i

10



Similarly, the dot-product similarity can be defined as follows.

Definition 4 (Dot-Product Similarity). Let ~d be a document vector and
~q a query vector. Then the similarity can be computed as follows:

sim(~d, ~q) =

n
∑

i=1

di ∗ qi

Intuitively, the higher the similarity score , whether cosine or dot-product,
the more relevant the document is to the query. This is the main assumption
on which content-based information retrieval models such as the VS model
are based. However, in practice, this is not always true. For example a
document in Wikipedia about ”tf-idf” is usually considered more relevant
than an information retrieval course web site, hosting an assignment sheet
about ”tf-idf”, even though the content-based similarity of the assignment
sheet might be higher than that of the Wikipedia page. Thus, content-based
similarity let alone cannot be enough to determine the order among matching
documents. We rather need a query independent measure of each matching
document importance, which is achieved by means of the structure-based
information retrieval models that are very briefly summarized below.

2.1.2 Structure-based Models

Structure-based approaches try to improve the precision of search results by
introducing additional ranking schemes. The various approaches view the
web as a directed graph with the web pages being nodes and the hyperlinks
the connecting edges. The central assumption is that a hyperlink from page
A to page B can be interpreted as a recommendation or citation of B by A.
The two most prominent approaches in structure-based information retrieval
are PageRank [19, 3] and HITS [13].

2.2 Top-k Retrieval

Top-k retrieval in the essence of web search is the process of retrieving the
k documents that match a given query the most. This process usually relies
on the presence of inverted indices, which is the case in web search settings.
For each query term, a list of all the documents that contain the term is
present. This list is ordered descendingly according to the weight of the
term in the document. The weight could again be based on either tf-idf or
BM25 or any other weighting scheme. Before we discuss the algorithm used
for Top-k retrieval, let’s start with an illustrative example that shows how
the inverted indices look like.
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music download

d3 0.79 d2 0.86
d1 0.74 d4 0.63
d5 0.62 d1 0.54
d2 0.34 d5 0.49
d4 0.12 d3 0.36

Table 2.1: Inverted indices for the two terms music and download

Example 1. Assume we have a corpus of 5 documents d1, d2, d3, d4 and
d5. Also assume we are interested in retrieving the top-2 documents for the
query ”music download”. Table 2.2 shows the inverted indices for the two
query terms.

There are many algorithms to process Top-k retrieval, for example: Fa-
gins Threshold Algorithm (TA), No Random Access Algorithm (NRA) and
Combined Algorithm (CA). All these threshold algorithms [8] work on in-
verted indices for query terms. Assuming the vector space model, the naive
way to fetch the top-k documents would be to compute the textual similarity
of all the documents present in the corpus with the query vector, order them
according to this similarity score and then fetch the top-k documents from
this ordered list. However taking into consideration the huge size of the web
corpus, this process becomes very unfeasible. Threshold algorithms try to
retrieve the top-k documents without having to process all the documents in
the corpus. We will only consider here the Threshold Algorithm. In TA, the
inverted indices are scanned in a round robin fashion. For each document
seen under sorted access, the total score of the document is computed using
random access in the other indices. The total score is computed by applying
an aggregation function to the individual term scores. As soon as k docu-
ments have been seen whose total scores exceed a computed threshold, the
algorithm halts and those top-k documents are returned. The full algorithm
is given below.

Assume we have m lists L1, L2, . . . , Lm of documents that correspond to
m terms and which are sorted descendingly according to the term weight xi

in the document, and also assume we have some aggregation function t such
as the sum function.

The Threshold Algorithm (TA)

1. Do sorted access in parallel to each of the m sorted lists Li. As a
document d is seen under sorted access in some list, do random access
to the other lists to find the weight xi of document d in every list Li.
Then compute the total score t(d) = t(x1, x2, . . . , xm) of document
d. If this score is one of the k highest we have seen, then remember
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document d and its score t(d) (ties are broken arbitrarily, so that only
k documents and their scores need to be remembered at any time).

2. For each list Li, let xi be the weight of the last document seen under
sorted access. Define the threshold value τ to be t(x1, x2, . . . , xm). As
soon as at least k documents have been seen whose grade is at least
equal to τ , halt.

3. Let Y be a set containing the k documents that have been seen with
the highest scores. The output is then the ordered set (d,t(d)) s.t. d
∈ Y.

The correctness of the algorithm, as well as its instance optimality are given
in [8]. For both properties, the aggregation function t has to be monotone.

Example 2. Returning to the inverted lists in Example 1 and assuming the
aggregation function is the sum (in such case, the total score of a document
would be the dot product similarity with the query vector), initially the
top-k list Y is empty and τ is equal to 0.

TA starts by scaning documents d3 and d2 and the total score of both
documents is computed by doing random access in L1 and L2 respectively.

t(d3) = 0.79 + 0.36 = 1.15

t(d2) = 0.86 + 0.34 = 1.20

Thus,

Y = {d2, d3}

and

τ = 0.79 + 0.86 = 1.65

Since

t(d2) < τ

and

t(d3) < τ

TA scans the next documents in L1 and L2. The next documents in the lists
are d1 and d4. The total score for each document is then computed.

t(d1) = 0.74 + 0.54 = 1.28

t(d4) = 0.63 + 0.12 = 0.75

Since t(d1) > t(d3), Y is updated to contain d1 instead of d3. Thus,

y = {d1, d2}

13



and
τ = 0.74 + 0.63 = 1.37

Since
t(d1) < τ

and
t(d2) < τ

TA again scans the next documents in L1 and L2. These documents are d5

and d1. The total score for d1 has already been computed, and it belongs
to the top-2 list Y. Thus, only the total score of d5 is computed.

t(d5) = 0.62 + .49 = 1.11

Since t(d5) < t(d2), the top-2 list Y remains the same. Thus

Y = d1, d2

and
τ = 0.62 + 0.54 = 1.16

Since
t(d1) > τ

and
t(d2) > τ

TA halts and returns Y = {d1, d2} as the top-2 documents for the query
”music download”.

2.3 Relevance Feedback

An essential component of any retrieval system is the feedback mechanism.
Relevance feedback is the process of judging whether a search result is rel-
evant to the user’s query or not. Once these judgments are present, the
retrieval system is able to learn from such examples to improve search accu-
racy. The basic idea is that relevant and non-relevant search results present
a strong evidence about the user’s intention. We can distinguish between
three types of feedback: explicit feedback, pseudo (blind) feedback, and
implicit feedback.

Explicit Feedback In explicit relevance feedback, the user explicitly marks
(some) search results as relevant or irrelevant. User studies have shown, how-
ever, that users are often unwilling to make such judgments, raising concerns
about the practical value of relevance feedback.
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Pseudo Feedback Pseudo relevance feedback simply assumes some top-
ranked documents to be relevant and thus does not require the user to
explicitly mark the search results.

Implicit Feedback In implicit relevance feedback, the system tries to
automatically infer what is relevant and what is not relevant from the user’s
interactions with the search results. This mainly relies on heuristics, such as
assuming that search results that the user clicks are relevant and those non-
clicked results that were ranked higher than a clicked result are non-relevant.
To overcome noise behavior and to make the inference more robust, other
measures can be included to infer relevance of a search result, for example
how long the user spends viewing a search result, or how much scrolling
takes place on the result page.

The next step that follows obtaining relevance judgments is to incorpo-
rate this information into the retrieval process in order to improve the search
accuracy. The two most common approaches to achieve this are either to
expand the user’s query to better represent the user’s intention based on
relevant and non-relevant documents, or to incorporate relevance feedback
information directly into the retrieval function. The two approaches are
discussed separately below.

2.3.1 Query Expansion

In this approach to incorporating relevance feedback, the system tries to
modify the query representation based on feedback examples to obtain a
presumably improved version of the query. In the VS model, feedback is
often incorporated using the framework introduced by Rocchio [22]. The
basic idea of Rocchio is simply to construct the new query vector (which
is how a query is presented in the VS model) by moving the original query
vector closer to the centroid vector of the relevant document vectors (postive
centroid) and farther away from the non-relevant document vectors centroid
(negative centroid). More formally, the original query is expanded according
to the following equation.

~q1 = α~q0 +
β

n1

n1
∑

i=1

~Ri −
γ

n2

n2
∑

i=1

~Si

where ~q0 is the original query vector, ~q1 is the refined query vector, ~Ri is the
ith relevant document vector, ~Si is the ith non-relevant document vector, n1

is the number of relevant documents in the corpus, and n2 is the number of
non-relevant documents in the corpus. The parameters α, β, and γ control
the influence of relevant, and non-relevant documents on the refined query
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vector. Thus, the query is augmented with terms that best differentiate
relevant documents from non relevant ones.

In some versions, Rocchio may involve just moving the query vector
closer to the positive centroid. For the sake of efficiency, the new query
vector is often truncated to contain only k terms with the highest weights.
In order to avoid over fitting to the relevant examples (often a small sam-
ple), we generally need to put a relatively high weight on the original query.
The relative weight of the original query vs. information extracted from
feedback examples often affects feedback performance significantly. In the
case of pseudo feedback, setting an optimal weight is even harder as there
are no training examples to tune the weights. How to do robust and effec-
tive pseudo feedback (related to how to optimize weighting of original query
terms and new terms) is another open research question in information re-
trieval research.

2.3.2 Adjusting the Retrieval Function

The other approach to make use of relevance feedback is to directly incor-
porate it into the retrieval function. Teevan et al. [30] suggested modifying
the BM25 formula to include relevance feedback. Thus, the weight wi of a
term ti in document d is given by

wi = log
(ri + 0.5)(N − ni − R + ri + 0.5)

(ni − ri + 0.5)(R − ri + 0.5)

where N is the total number of documents in the corpus, ni is the number
of documents that contain the term ti, R is the total number of relevant
documents, and ri is the number of the relevant documents that contain the
term ti.

2.4 Evaluation of Search Results

There are several measures to assess the quality of an information retrieval
system. These measures usually rely on a collection of documents and a
query for which the relevancy of the documents is known. Most measures
assume binary relevancy: the document is either relevant or completely ir-
relevant. These measures include: precision and recall. In practice queries
may be ill-posed and there may be different shades of relevancy; some doc-
uments contribute more information to the query, some less without being
totally irrelevant. The Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG) [11] is a mea-
sure that gives more weight to highly ranked documents and allows us to
incorporate different relevance levels.
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We will start by examining the more traditional assessment measures:
precision and recall. This is followed by a description of DCG that reports
the cumulative gain the user obtains by examining the retrieval results up
to a given ranked position.

2.4.1 Precision and Recall

Precision and recall are two orthogonal measures that try to formally cap-
ture the attitudes of valuable query results. Whereas the latter evaluates the
capability of the system to retrieve the relevant documents, the first pun-
ishes systems that deliver no query specific response, but beyond relevant
documents return a lot of irrelevant junk. Precision and recall are defined
as follows.

Definition 5 (Precision). Let D be a set of documents, R ⊆ D the subset
of relevant documents with respect to query q, and A ⊆ D the search result
set for query q. Then

Precision =
|R ∩ A|

|A|

, i.e., precision is the fraction of relevant documents within the set of re-
trieved documents.

Definition 6 (Recall). Let D be a set of documents, R ⊆ D the subset of
relevant documents with respect to query q, and A ⊆ D the search result
set for query q. Then

Recall =
|R ∩ A|

|R|

, i.e., recall is the fraction of retrieved documents within the set of relevant
documents. Usually there is a trade off between precision and recall, i.e., the
higher recall gets, the lower precision tends to be. Thus a retrieval system is
characterized by the ratio of precision to recall. Precision-recall curves that
plot precision with respect to several recall levels visualize this relationship.

In the course of ranked retrieval the position of relevant documents yields
an additional measure of the goodness of an information retrieval system.
To also reflect the position of relevant documents in the evaluation, precision
at a certain cutoff, for example 5 or 10 documents, or at certain recall levels
(10%, 20%, ˙...), is considered. Several precision values can be aggregated to
a single average precision. The average precision emphasizes returning more
relevant documents earlier. Thereby precision is computed for each point in
the ranking where a relevant document occurs and then averaged over the
relevant documents.
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Definition 7 (Average Precision).

Average − Precision =

∑N
r=1 P (r) ∗ rel(r)

R

where r is the rank, N is the number of documents retrieved, rel(r) is the
relevance of a given rank r, P(r) is the precision at a given cut-off rank r,
and R is the number of relevant documents.

If there are several queries with known relevancies available, the mean
average precision is the mean value of the average precisions computed for
each of the queries separately.

2.4.2 Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG)

When examining the ranked result list of a query, it is obvious that:

1. highly relevant documents are more valuable than marginally relevant
documents, and

2. the greater the ranked position of a relevant document (of any rele-
vance level) the less valuable it is for the user, because the less likely
it is that the user will examine the document.

The Discounted Cumulative Gain [11] is a measure that gives more weight to
highly ranked documents and allows the incorporation of different relevance
levels. DCG is defined as follows

Definition 8 (Discounted Cumulative Gain).

DCG(i) =

{

G(1) if i = 1
DCG(i − 1) + G(i)/log(i) otherwise

where i is the rank of the result within the result set, and G(i) is the
relevance level of the result.

In order to facilitate averaging over queries, the DCG is usually normal-
ized to a value between 0 (the worst possible DCG given the ratings) and 1
(the best possible DCG given the ratings, which is obviously the case where
the documents are ordered descendingly according to their relevance level),
which we refer to as Normalized DCG or NDCG.

Example 3. Consider the query ”music download” and a result set of 5
matching documents d1, d2, d3, d4 and d5. Table 2.2 gives the relevance judg-
ments for the documents. Assume only 3 levels of relevance: highly relevant,
relevant and irrelevant. Let
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document highly relevant relevant irrelevant

d1 x

d2 x

d3 x

d4 x

d5 x

Table 2.2: Relevance judgments for the query ”music download” results

G(i) =







2 if di is highly relevant
1 if di is relevant
0 if di is irrelevant

The Gain vector for this result set is ~G = (2, 2, 4.096, 4.096, 5.527). Thus,
the DCG for the whole result set is equal to 5.527 and the NDCG is equal
to 0.745. Teevan et. al [30] showed that assigning different gain values
(other than 2) for highly relevant documents does not have an impact on
the computed DCG.

2.4.3 Significance Tests

To compare the performance of different retrieval procedures, it is not suf-
ficient to compare only the means of the assessment measures such as the
mean average precision (MAP) or the mean NDCG over the assessed queries.
Especially when the sample data, (i.e., the assessed queries in the case of
retrieval procedures) are small, the differences between such means on their
own might be misleading. In order to measure how stastically significant
these differences are, significance tests such as t-test are used.

The t-test is a test of the null hypothesis that the means of two normally
distributed populations are equal. Given two data sets, each characterized
by its mean, standard deviation and a number of data points, we can use
some kind of hypothesis test to determine whether the means are distinct,
provided that the underlying distributions can be assumed to be normal.
There are different versions of the t-test depending on whether the two
samples are

• independent of each other (e.g., independent queries randomly as-
signed into two groups), or

• dependent or paired, such that each item in one sample has a unique
relationship with a particular item in the other sample (e.g., the same
set of queries used to assess different retrieval procedures).
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In the t-test, we assume a random variable t which follows the student’s t-
distribution and compute the value of this random variable given the sample
data, which we refer to as the t-value. Once the t-value is computed, the
probability that the random variable is equal to that computed t-value given
a certain degree of freedom is computed, which is refered to as p-value. If
the p-value is below the threshold chosen for statistical significance (usually
the 0.05 level), then the null hypothesis that the two groups do not differ
is rejected in favor of an alternative hypothesis, which typically states that
the groups are indeed different. In the following we describe the necessary
calculations required to perform both the dependent and independent t-
tests.

Independent t-test In case of independent tests, a distinguish must be
made based on whether or not the variances of the samples in the two groups
are assumed equal or not. Assume we have two groups of sample data, and
also assume that the sample sizes for these groups are n1 and n2 respictively,
then the t-value can be computed as in equation 2.1 in case the two groups’
variances are assumed equal and as in equation 2.2 otherwise.

Case 1. Equal Variances

t =
X̄1 − X̄2

S
√

1
n1

+ 1
n2

(2.1)

with n1 + n2 − 2 degrees of freedom and where

S =

√

(n1 − 1)S2
1 + (n2 − 1)S2

2

n1 + n2 − 2

Case 2. Different Variances

t =
X̄1 − X̄2

Sd

√

S2

1

n1
+

S2

2

n2

(2.2)

and wih degrees of freedom equal to

(
s2

1

n1
+

2

2

n2
)2

(
s2
1

n1
)2

n1−1 +
(

s2
2

n2
)2

n2−1

round up to an integer.

In both equations X̄1 and X̄2 are the sample means or averages of groups 1
and 2 respectively, and S1 and S2 are the standard deviations.
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ID x1 x2 x1 − x2

1 154.3 230.4 76.1
2 191 202.8 11.8
3 163.4 202.8 39.4
4 168.6 216.8 48.2
5 187 192.9 5.9
6 200.4 194.4 -6
7 162.5 211.7 49.2

Table 2.3: Paired t-test for 2 sample sets

Paired t-test Given two paired sets X1 and X2 of n measured values such
that each element in X1 has a unique relationship with some element in X2

(usually the same data point tested twice), the paired t-test determines if
the two sets differ from each other in a significant way. The t-value can be
computed as follows

t =
X̄1 − X̄2

Sd√

n

(2.3)

with n − 1 degrees of freedom. For this equation, the differences between
all pairs must be calculated. X̄1 and X̄2 are the averages of sets 1 and
2 respectively, and Sd is the standard deviation of the differences. The
computation is further illustrated in the following example.

Example 4. Assume we have two sample sets of 7 sample points each.
The values measured for each sample point is given in Table 2.4.3. The
last column in the table shows the differences between the pairs. Thus,
X̄1 = 175.314, X̄2 = 207.400 and Sd = 848.508. Using equation 2.3, the
t-value is computed as follows.

t =
175.314 − 207.400

√

848.508
√

7

=
−32.086

29.13
2.646

= −2.914

.

The p-value for the computed t-value can be determined using a t-distribution
table. The degrees of freedom for t in this example are 6 and thus, the
p − value = 0.013. Since the p-value (0.013) is less than the significance
level (0.05), the two sets are significantly different and the null hypothesis
that their means are equal is rejected. Since the t-value is negative, it is
concluded that the mean of the first set X1 is smaller than the mean of the
second set X2.
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Chapter 3

Related Work

Search personalization is based on the fact that individual users tend to have
different preferences and that knowing the user’s preference can be used to
improve the relevance of the results the search engine returns. There have
been many attempts to personalize web search. These attempts usually
differ in

1. how to infer the user preference, whether explicitly by requiring the
user to indicate information about herself or implicitly from the user’s
interactions,

2. what kind of information is used to infer the user’s preference,

3. where this information is collected or stored, whether on the client side
or the server side, and

4. how this user preference is used to improve the results’ retrieval accu-
racy.

Any system providing personalization services will need to store some
information about the user in order to achieve its goal. In the case of web
search this will be information that aids the system in deciding which web
pages are more likely to be of interest to the user. This information is refered
to as the user profile. The simplest way to construct such a profile is to
collect users’ preferences explicitly, by asking them to submit the necessary
information manually before any personalization can be provided. This
could be as basic as checking a box to mark a subject area as being of interest
to them, or as detailed as filling out long forms of personal information.
Explicitly constructed profile information is potentially of high quality and
was the choice for many of the earlier systems providing personalization-
like services. However, studies like [12] show that users are generally not
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willing to spend extra time and effort on specifying their intentions especially
when the benefits may not be immediately obvious. Even when people are
motivated to spend additional effort on specifying their search intent, they
are not always successful in doing so [1]. There are also often concerns
about privacy, and users might not be very comfortable supplying personal
information to search servers.

This combination of a lack of motivation to provide information and
caution due to the uncertainty of how their information will be used can
make the explicit collection of suffcient data for constructing the necessary
user profile difficult. In addition, users’ interests are dynamic and change
over time, which requires continuous updates to the constructed user profiles.
This calls for automated methods to personalize web searchs.

The alternative is to attempt to collect profile data implicitly. This
means inferring preferences from users’ normal interactions with the system.
The interactions most relevant to the discovery of web page preferences are
actions such as visiting a page (and the time spent viewing it), following
a hyperlink, scrolling down a page, and bookmarking, saving or printing a
page. An application such as [2] on the user’s machine can monitor such be-
haviours in the background by listening to browser- or system-level events.
The advantage of using implicitly collected data to form a profile is that
the user is relieved of the burden of having to supply (and possibly regu-
larly update) the necessary information. Implicit measures of interest are
generally thought to be less accurate than explicitly gathered preferences, al-
though White et al. [32] found that there is no statistical difference between
the results they obtained using explicitly and implicitly gathered relevance
judgements for web pages. Implicit and explicit data collection methods
can of course be used in conjunction with one another, potentially giving
the best of both worlds; the user can supply as much or as little high qual-
ity information as they like, and this can be augmented with information
inferred from the large quantities of implicit data that can be automatically
generated with no further user effort.

In most search personalization systems the user profile is stored on the
web search server (or on a server that proxies a web search server), the idea
being that the search engine (or the proxy) can make results more relevant
to the user if it has direct access to the profile and so knows something
about the individual submitting queries. It is also possible for the profile to
be stored on the user’s machine (client-side). In this case relevant parts of
the profile can be sent to the server when necessary, or the personalization
can be performed on the client machine itself.

This chapter is intended to give an overview of the different approaches
to web search personalization. The chapter is organized as follows. Section
3.1 describes approaches which try to match web pages to users by com-
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paring the content of pages to a profile containing information about the
content preferred by the user. Link-based approaches, discussed in section
3.2, take a different track and attempt to leverage the topology of the web
(possibly in combination with page content) to personalize search results.
Finally, Section 3.3 considers other approaches that take into consideration
the behaviour of a whole group of users rather than the individual user.

3.1 Content-based Personalization

One way of personalizing search is by means of user relevance feedback.
Relevance feedback is the process of collecting user assessments of retrieved
documents and using these assessments to try to improve search results. The
user’s relevance judgements are generally used to perform query expansion,
but in other cases they can be used to modify the information retrieval
function instead. For a detailed description of the relevance feedback process
and how it is used to improve the retrieval accuracy refer to Section 2.3.

Acquiring explicit judgements for the retrieved documents would again
raise the same problem of overloading the users. Thus, most personalization
attempts that make use of relevance feedback rely on implicitly infering
the user’s assessments. Approaches along these lines include [30, 23] which
inspired the work presented in this thesis. They achieve personalization by
a client-side re-ranking of web search results based on the previous user’s
search and browse behavior.

[30] incorporates relevance information derived from user interests into
BM25. They modify the traditional BM25 formula so that terms that occur
more frequently in relevant documents have higher weights as follows.

wi = log
(ri + 0.5)(N − ni − R + ri + 0.5)

(ni − ri + 0.5)(R − ri + 0.5)

where wi is the term ti weight, N is the total number of documents in the
corpus, ni is the number of documents that contain the term ti, R is the
total number of relevant documents, and ri is the number of the relevant
documents that contain the term ti. They used the returned set of resuts
to represent the corpus (i.e., estimate N and ni). The set of relevant docu-
ments for a query used to estimate R and ri is user-specific and derived by
querying either all documents the user created on his machine, a subset of
documents of a specific type, e.g., viewed web pages, or a temporal subset,
e.g., the documents created or viewed during the last month. Besides bias-
ing relevancy towards user interests, Teevan et al. consider expanding the
internal query representation with all terms occuring in the top-k relevant
documents. This is a kind of pseudo-relevance feedback where the top-k
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documents returned are considered relevant. They also explored using only
those terms in near proximity of query terms. They have reported statisti-
cally significant improvement over the default web ranking. However, they
omitted the fact that often users are searching for information to satisfy
an “ad-hoc” information need, which only lasts for a short period of time.
In such cases, implicit feedback information collected over a long period of
time is unlikely to be very useful, but the current search context and the
immediate feedback information, such as which of the search results for the
current information need were clicked and which documents are currently
being viewed, can be expected to be much more useful.

[23] tackle a different aspect of personalization, or more precisely, they
aim at a contextualization of a user’s current search with respect to her
direct preceding queries. Their approach is summarized as follows.

1. Whenever a query is submitted, they decide whether the preceding
query is related and send a possibly expanded query to a search en-
gine. The similarity between two queries is determined by reasoning
on the euclidian distance between the averages of their respective re-
sult snippet term weight vectors. In case this similarity exceeds some
threshold, those terms in the previous query are chosen for query ex-
pansion that occur at least in a certain number of results of the current
query.

2. Whenever a result page is clicked, the internal query representation,
i.e., the query term weight vector of the current query is updated with
the summary snippets of the viewed documents.

3. Whenever the user browses through the result set either by clicking
”Back” or ”Next” the yet unseen documents are reranked. Reranking
is, however, restricted to bring up only a limited (e.g., 5) number of
highest reranked results so to always preserve parts of the original
ranking. The term weights are computed using the traditional tf-idf
scheme.

Even though their work covers the frequent case where the users issue
ad-hoc queries, it does not make use of the user’s long term browsing history
for general queries, which has been shown to perform better than the stan-
dard web ranking. They also do not take into consideration the case where
recurring queries occur. In such cases, the user would have to go through
the same cycle of query modifications and results checking each time she
issues the same query. Another point that the authors do not consider here
is making use of not only the immediate previous query but also all the
queries that are within the same search session. They also limit the source
of evidence for query modification to queries only. We believe that making
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use of documents open during the query issue time could be a great source
of evidence about what the user is currently interested in.

A problem very related to personalization is that of contextualization,
e.g., Y!Q1 transparently augments a user’s query with information extracted
form the search context such as the web page the user is currently reading
[15, 14]. A ”contextual search” uses information that is associated with the
user’s query to return more relevant search results.

Most client-side approaches towards personalization rely on re-ranking
of search results or an expansion of the query sent to the search engine. [5]
especially look into query expansion and study various methods for auto-
matic query expansion based on the user’s desktop data. They consider a
number of techniques derived from the area of summarization for selecting
the most appropiate expansion terms.

Another path of addressing personalization is by the categorization of
both user interests and search results and a biasing of search results accord-
ing to some similarity measure on these categories. Approaches along these
lines include [16, 24, 18, 6, 33]. E.g., [6] considers a personalization of search
through web directories such as ODP2 by asking users to specify topics of
interests as a profile and ranking search results by the distance of the URL
categories to the user profile categories. [20] automatically derives a user-
specific weighting of ODP categories from the user browsing behavior which
drives automatic query expansion and result re-ranking. [33] suggests the
construction of hierarchical user profiles from personal documents, however,
only portions of the profile are revealed to the search agent in accordance to
the privacy parameters specified by the user, thus ensuring privacy even in
a server-side personalization architecture. [9] displays a hierachical cluster-
ing based on the snippets of search results to the user, the labels of which
she might use to dynamically filter search results according to the topic of
interest.

3.2 Link Analysis-based Personalization

Personal biases inside the state-of-the-art link analysis algorithms such as
PageRank [3] and HITS [13] provide a further means to shift search results
according to user interests. E.g., [28] resolves the meaning of a user query
utilizing the ODP web taxonomy, and further refines the personalized ex-
tension to HITS introduced by [4]. [31] does a HITS-like computation on
users and web pages for finding experts on query topics. [17] introduces
a HITS-like computation on unseen result documents and representative

1http://yq.search.yahoo.com
2http://dmoz.org
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terms which are connected via an edge whenever a term occurs in a doc-
ument. That way terms for query expansion and a re-ranking of result
documents are computed at the same time.

[10] has been the first to propose biasing the random jumps inside the
PageRank algorithm towards pages of user interests. In [21] this idea is
further extended by automatically learning topic preferences from the user
search behavior. The PageRank approaches to personalization are, however,
naturally located on the server side as they reason on the whole web graph.

3.3 Community-based Personalization

Some personalization techniques not only consider a single user, but also take
the actions of a surrounding group of users into account, e.g., [25] follows
a collaborative filtering approach. [26] represents clickthrough data by a 3-
tensor on users, queries and web pages, and uses a higher-order singular value
decomposition technique to discover latent factors in the relations among
these objects. [25] study various methods of constructing user profiles from
search behavior, amongst others using collaborative filtering algorithms, and
personalize according to the cosine similarity between a user’s profile and a
search result page.
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Chapter 4

Personalization Approach

In order to improve the search experience for the individual user, we present
a general framework for personalization that dynamically adapts query-
result ranking based on the different information needs the user might pur-
sue. We differentiate among three major search modes as follows.

Re-finding known information As motivated in [29], returning to in-
formation once successfully found is an important user need. Despite the
existence of bookmarking tools that would allow the user to achieve this
goal in a direct manner, users quite often prefer to re-search for informa-
tion by re-submitting a previously issued query [29]. In contrast to [29] we
do not aim at recovering the result set the user saw when querying the de-
sired information for the first time, but utilize the user interactions from the
prior search to benefit the current search. Subsection 4.3.1 describes how
we achieve an improvement of search results for this type of queries.

Finding out about topics of user interest By considering the long-
term search and browse history of a user, the main topics of user interest
emerge. Whenever a user query is ambiguous or broad in nature, superpos-
ing the learnt user interests might serve the user search experience. However,
as already found in [27] the benefit of such an approach might differ for re-
curring as compared to fresh queries which motivates a differentiated usage
of long-term user information. Subsection 4.3.2 describes our approach to-
wards long-term user profiles.

Serving an ad-hoc information need Yet even though a user might
have strong focus on several topics of interest, she still might switch inter-
ests or develop some short-term information needs outside the scope of her
interests. How we handle this case is covered in Subsection 4.3.3.
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Before we dig into the details of the approaches to each of these personal-
ization facets in Section 4.3, our system architecture, the general framework
and underlying retrieval model are introduced.

4.1 Personalized Search Architecture

As especially the browsing activities beyond search are outside the reach of a
search engine, client-side solutions are favorable. Moreover, as all user data
is kept locally, user privacy is not violated. We therefore set up a client-side
search personalization with the use of a proxy which is running locally. It
intercepts all HTTP traffic, extracts queries, query chains, i.e., subsequently
posed queries, result sets, clicked result pages, as well as the whole click-
stream of subsequently visited web pages, and stores this information to a
local database file which we refer to as the local index in the following. Ac-
cordingly, searches with Google (the same approach can be easily applied
to any other search engine as well) are intercepted and search results are
re-ranked according to personal preferences.

We preferred a proxy over implementing a plugin for browser-independence.
Moreover, the proxy is broader applicable as it may bundle several users and
thus achieve biasing of search towards community interests, and at the same
time when run locally serves as a pure personalization tool. The proxy we
are using relies on the UsaProxy implementation [2] that enhances all html
files passed through by some Javascript code that sends logging information
on events such as the load of a page, mouse movements, etc back to the
proxy.

For the following discussion we define our notion of a search session
which is based on heuristics about the user’s timing as well as the relatedness
of subsequent user actions. User actions are (1) queries, (2) result clicks,
and (3) other page visits. This search session is used in our personalization
strategy for the case of recurring queries, and when making use of the search
context to perform personalization.

Definition 9 (Search Session). A search session is the set of all successive
web actions that are no more than 15 minutes apart from each other or their
similarity exceeds a certain predefined threshold.

When computing the similarity of subsequent actions, a query is represented
by the centroid of the top-50 result snippets since relying only query strings
would not be very representative as most queries are only few words. For
example if the last query the user submitted was ”travel to indonesia” and
the user became idle for a period over 15 minutes, then she submitted the
query ”indonesia map”, we extend the user’s last session rather than starting
a new session.
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4.2 Retrieval Model

The standard vector space model serves as our retrieval model which repre-
sents both queries and documents as a vector of features ~X = (x1, x2, . . . ...., xn)
, where n is the number of unique terms in the corpus and xi is the score of
feature i. We explore the two most dominant scoring schemes, namely the
tf-idf and the BM25 term weighting. To overcome the lack of web-corpus
statistics that is usually prominent in client-side approaches to personaliza-
tion, we approximate the global document frequency (df ) statistics needed
from the documents viewed and queries submitted during the search session.
That is, not only each page visited or result viewed will contribute to the
statistics, but also each query string, as well as each result item (title and
snippet), is considered as a document in the corpus. That way it is not only
ensured that each term present in a result item has a non-zero document
frequency (as the term might not be present in the local index yet), but also
session-biased df statistics are created. These are better suited for measur-
ing the discriminative power of terms in the session context than index-wide
statistics would be. Similarly, the features and the document lengths of
query results are derived from their snippets and titles, as retrieving their
full text would be too time-consuming.

To facilitate personalization of search results we utilize the relevance
feedback framework introduced by Rocchio [22]. Thus, we associate with
each query a query vector which is initially constructed from the query
terms. This query is later augmented with terms that best differentiate
relevant documents from non relevant ones. That is,

~q1 = α~q0 +
β

n1

n1
∑

i=1

~Ri −
γ

n2

n2
∑

i=1

~Si

where ~q0 is the original query vector, ~q1 is the refined query vector, ~Ri is the
ith relevant document vector, ~Si is the ith non-relevant document vector, n1

is the number of relevant documents in the corpus, and n2 is the number of
non-relevant documents in the corpus. The parameters α, β, and γ control
the influence of relevant and non-relevant documents on the refined query
vector.

Once we have made the choice of using this relevance feedback model
to improve the query representation, the problem dwells down to inferring
relevant and non-relevant documents with respect to the user need currently
in place which we discuss separately for each case in Section 4.3.
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Figure 4.1: Personalized search interface

4.2.1 Result Re-ranking

Our search agent retrieves more results than the typical user is likely to view
(50 results). Whenever a user action allows to update the query representa-
tion, unseen results are re-ranked based on their textual similarity with the
expanded query vector. E.g., this is the case when the user submits a query
or when she presses the ”Next” link to view more results. Yet we refrain
from re-ranking when the user returns to a seen result list using the ”Back”
button, as we perceived this more as irritating than as advantageous.

4.2.2 Merging of Personalized and Original Results

In order to incorporate the query-independent web page importance, per-
sonalized result ranks and original web ranks (as an approximation for the
real page rank) are aggregated to form the final result ranking. Since we do
not have access to the real page rank of each result, we estimate it using
the original position of the result within the result set. Inspired by rank
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aggregation methods for the web presented in [7], we use Borda’s method
to combine the two result rankings. Thereby each result item is assigned
a score corresponding to the number of results ranked below it. Then the
total score of a result is a weighted sum of its scores with respect to each
ranking, i.e.,

score = w ∗ score1 + (1 − w) ∗ score2

where score is the final score of the result item, based on which the results
are finally re-ranked before being submitted to the user, score1 is the score
of the result item within the personalized result set, score2 is the score of
the result item within the original result set, and such that the combination
weight w serves as a personalization control parameter. By adjusting the
value of w, the user controls the personalization level. For instance, setting
w to 0 would mean that the user would be presented with the original result
ranking, and on the other hand setting w to 1 would mean that the new
result set is the same as the personalized set. In our search agent, we provide
the user with a sliding bar, with which she may control the value of w, thus
enabling the user to cancel the personalization at any point of time. Figure
4.1 depicts a snapshot of our personalized search interface.

4.3 Personalization Strategy

In the following we present for each search mode in detail how it affects
the ranking of search results. The decision which search goal a user pursues,
and thus which kind of personalization method applies, is currently based on
heuristics which are summarized in Figure 4.2. However, we plan to study
more sophisticated adaptation factors next.

4.3.1 Re-finding Known Information

Whenever the first query in a session, has occurred in some previous session,
we assume the user wants to re-find some information already searched be-
fore. We apply three strategies to satisfy this user need. First, we consult
the local index for a suggestion how to re-write the query sent to the un-
derlying search engine (in our case Google). This is the only case in which
our search agent changes the query sent to Google. We thus implement a
more conservative query expansion mode than [23]. Furthermore we give
the user full control over this feature so that she may choose to cancel the
automatic query rewriting at any time. Considering how the user modified
her query in the previous session gives valuable hints on an improved query
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Figure 4.2: Personalization strategy

formulation. We choose the last query in the previous query chain as the
user most likely stopped refining her query when she was satisfied with the
results. To ensure the robustness of our method, we additionally require the
reformulated query to share at least one term with the original one.

Second, the query representation is updated interpreting all previously
clicked result pages as relevant documents, whereas intentionally non-clicked
documents ranked above clicked ones are treated as irrelevant to the query.
However, non-clicked results that are ranked higher than a clicked one could
be interpreted in two different ways: either the user has examined the result
title and snippet and was not satisfied with the result, or the user has already
seen or knows the result from a previous interaction. Thus in case the local
index contains the result, we assume it is known to the user, and do not
consider it as an irrelevant document, but ignore it during query refinement.

Third, documents visited in the previous session starting from result
pages are returned as additional clickstream results associated with the re-
sult item from which they have been reached. We believe this to be useful
in cases where the result page is a directory or a summary page with many
links to more specific documents. This strategy could be further refined to
return only clickstream documents that are similar to the query string or
the current query results to avoid introducing noise when the user clicks on
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Figure 4.3: Automatic query re-writing for the query ”query modification
examples”

ad links or non-related links.

As an example assume our sample user wants to find examples to illus-
trate query modification, and thus she submits the query ”query modifica-
tion examples”. After investigating the first result page, she realizes this
is not what she is looking for and decides to refine the query into ”query
refinement examples”. The next time the user submits the same query, our
system automatically re-writes the query into ”query refinement examples”.
It also retrieves any clickstream results that the user navigated to from any
result item as illustrated in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.4: The top-5 documents retrieved from the sample user’s local
index for the query ”java map”

4.3.2 Finding Out about Topics of User Interest

Whenever there were no interactions recorded for a recurring query or the
first query in the session did not occur before, what the user is generally in-
terested in, might be a good guess of her current interest. Thus, we perform
personalized pseudo-relevance feedback by assuming that the top-10 docu-
ments retrieved from the user’s local index are relevant. The terms used
to construct the query vector are selected from the titles and snippets, title
only or the full text (20 terms with the highest BM25 score) of the top-10
documents.

In addition, the returned result set is extended by the top-10 documents
from the local index. By doing so, we enable the user to search her own
history of viewed Web pages.

Returning back to our sample user and assuming she submits the query
”java map”, Figure 4.4 shows the top-5 documents retrieved from the user’s
local index. Recall from Chapter 1 that the result set for the ambiguous
query ”java map” spans two categories: the Java programming language
map classes and maps for the Indonesian island java.

Since the top-5 local index documents are about the java platform, the
java programming languages and some java tutorials, the personalized re-
sults for the query ”java map” are biased towards the Java map collection
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Figure 4.5: The top-6 personalized results using the local index for the ”java
map” (w = 0.5)

classes. Figure 4.5 depicts the top-6 personalized results where the original
50 search results are re-ranked based on their textual similarity with the ex-
panded query generated from terms in the titles and snippets of the top-10
local index documents. The original results and the personalized results are
combined at w = 0.5.

4.3.3 Serving an Ad-hoc Information Need

For every query except the first in a session, we refrain to the context pro-
vided by the current search session for personalization. The intuition here is
the fact that session context information are more query focused than infor-
mation retrieved from the local index, and thus give a stronger evidence of
what the user is currently interested in, which might be in some cases even
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Figure 4.6: The top-3 personalized results for the query ”travel to indonesia”
(w = 0.5). The user viewed the marked result item.

orthogonal with her past interests. Our preliminary experimental results
support this intuition, and show that in fact using the search context to
perform re-ranking is in general more beneficial than using the local index
or the user’s long-term profile.

The query representation is updated whenever a result click, a page visit
or a query refinement occurs. That is

1. In case of a result click, the user profile of the query to which the result
belongs is updated to include terms that best differentiate the clicked
and intentionally non-clicked results. For all other similar queries
within the session, the query vectors are updated to incorporate terms
from the clicked result.

2. In case a page visit has occurred, the query vectors of all queries that
are similar to the visited page are updated to incorporate terms from
the visited page.
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Figure 4.7: The top-6 personalized results using the session context for the
query ”java map” (w = 0.5)

3. Finally, in case the user has refined her query, the new query is aug-
mented with terms from previous similar queries within the current
session.

Updating the representation of earlier queries in the current session is
typically useful in cases where the user returns back to a query and investi-
gates its unseen results, or in the face of parallel query submissions through
tabbed browsing. To illustrate the difference between using the local index
and the session context to perform personalization we go back to our sample
user. We have shown that her long-term interest based on querying the local
index was more about the programming language Java than the Indonesian
island. Now, assume she developed a short term goal and decided to travel
to Indonesia. Thus, she submitted the query ”travel to Indonesia” to locate
some information about her trip. Figure 4.6 depicts the top-3 results for
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the submitted query. Assume that she also clicked on the second result to
find some travel information guide. After reviewing the guide, she decided
that she is precisely interested in spending her vacation in the island Java
and thus submitted the query ”java map” to locate some maps. Figure 4.7
shows the top-6 personalized results when the search session context was
used to re-rank the top-50 search results. The top-1 result is about Indone-
sia map. The personalized results were combined with the original results
at a combination weight w = 0.5.
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Chapter 5

Implementation

As stated in Chapter 4, we make use of a proxy which is running locally
to personalize search results for the individual user. The proxy was im-
plemented by my advisor Julia Luxenburger and it intercepts all HTTP
traffic, extracts browsing information as well as Google searches and stores
them to a local Derby database. Accordingly, Google searches are inter-
cepted, queries possibly re-written and search results are re-ranked based
on a learnt user preference. Figure 5.1 gives an overview of the system com-
ponents. The JSProxy is the main component responsible for passing HTTP
traffic from and to the user. It identifies requests for html files based on the
request content-type and differentiates between regular web page requests
and Google requests based on the requested URL. In case the request is a
Google query, it forwards a possibly modified request (request’) to Google
server by consulting the Query Rewriter module. It also intercepts the re-
sponse sent by the server, and based on whether it is an ordinary page visit
or search results page, it parses the html file using either the HTML Parser
or the Google Parser. The parsing output is either a document or a query
object which is then stored in the local index using the Session Keeper. The
Session Keeper keeps all the information about the session, including sub-
mitted queries, visited pages as well as a document frequency table. Each
query is passed to the Query Expander that expands the query either from
the local index or from the session context based on the mode of search, and
the expanded query is sent to the Results Ranker which is responsible for
ranking the results based on the similarity with the expanded query. Finally
the ranked results are combined with the original results, and the modified
response is passed to the client browser.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 describes the design and
implementation details of the proxy which is used as a web history logging
tool. We also describe the structure of the local index where the history
resides. In section 5.2, we highlight the search personalization architecture.
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Figure 5.1: An overview of the system components

5.1 Logging of Web History

The proxy we are using to log the user’s web history relies on the UsaProxy
implementation [2]. It enhances all html files that passes through by some
Javascript code that sends logging information on events such as the load of
a page, mouse movements, etc. back to the proxy. The following subsection
focuses on the implementation issues of the proxy and highlights the most
important data structures used.

5.1.1 The Logging Functionality

Our proxy is a multi-threaded socket Java application that is run locally
at a defined port. The user has to configure her browser to use the proxy.
As stated in Section 4.1, we preferred a proxy over implementing a plugin
for browser independence. Once configured, the proxy intercepts all HTTP
traffic and as soon as an HTTP request is issued, it is checked to determine
the type of the request. We distinguish among three types of requests,
namely Google queries, result clicks and other page visits. The distinction
is based on the URL pattern. Furthermore, all html files are enhanced with a
Javascript code that sends logging information on events back to the proxy.
In the current implementation, we only consider the load event. However,
other events like the unload of a page which can be used to compute the
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time the user spends on each web page, the amount of scrolling, and even
mouse movements could be tracked. These information could be used to
infer how much a user finds a certain search result relevant. The logging
tool consists of two main components which we describe in more details in
the following.

Query Component
A query object consists of all the information about a query. Thus if an
HTTP request has been identified as a Google query (based on the URL),
a query object is created. The query object consists of the query string,
which is parsed, stemmed and stored in a hashmap object that contains
each unique query term along with its term frequency in the query. Each
query object is also associated with another hashmap object that represents
the query vector, which is later augmented with additional terms during the
query expansion phase. Query expansion is described later in 5.2.2.

The result set for each query is retrieved and a result set object is cre-
ated. Initially, the top-50 results of the query are retrieved by augment-
ing the HTTP request with the additional number parameter that speci-
fies how many results should be retrieved from the server. For example,
assume the user submitted the query ”java map”. The URL for such a
query is http:\\www.google.com/search?hl=en&q=java+map. We modify
the URL into http:\\www.google.com/search?hl=en&q=java+map&num=

50 before forwarding the request to the server. The result set is continu-
ously incremented whenever the user attempts to view next results’ pages
that have not been retrieved yet. A result set is simply an array of result
items. Each result item is composed of a URL, a title and a snippet. We
also store the rank of each item within the result set. Each query object
also consists of a list of clicked results. As soon as a result is clicked by the
user, the rank of the clicked result and the time of the result click is added
to the list.

Session Component
As stated in Definition 9, a search session is the set of all successive web
actions that are no more than 15 minutes apart from each other or their
similarity exceeds a certain predefined threshold. These actions include
query submission, result clicks as well as ordinary page visits. For the case
of a query, a query object is created and stored in a history vector. This
history vector is the set of all queries submitted within the session. If the
action was a result click, the corresponding query is located in the history
vector and it becomes the current active query.

If the user has been idle for a period over 15 minutes the session expires
and all the session information is written to a local database file unless
the new action is about the same topic as the last action in the current
session. To measure similarity between actions, we parse each web page
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as well as each query and construct a vector of features using either tf-
idf or BM25. Global document frequency (df ) statistics are derived from
the documents viewed and queries submitted during the session. For this
purpose, we maintain a hashmap that stores all the terms along with their
dfs. As soon as a page is visited or a query is submitted, the table is updated
to incorporate new terms and the dfs are adjusted. For the case of queries,
the query string as well as each result item(titles and snippets) is considered
a document in the session corpus. We use the title and snippet of the result
items as we perceived that retrieving the full text of each result item would
be time-consuming.

More formally, each query string, result item and page visited is a vector
of features ~X = (x1, x2, . . . ...., xn) , where n is the number of unique terms
in the session and xi is the score of feature i. Once these vectors are con-
structed, computing the textual similarity becomes a trivial task. In case
the feature scores are computed using tf-idf, we compute the cosine similar-
ity (Definition 3), and in case BM25 is used to compute feature score, we
compute the dot-product similarity (Definition 4).

Clickstream information, that is subsequently visited pages are stored
in the session object. This information is later used to retrieve clickstream
results in case of recurring queries. Clickstream results are those pages the
user navigated to starting from a result item.

5.1.2 The Local Index

The local index is the permenant storage that contain all the information
logged by the proxy, which are either about the web pages the user visited
or the queries she submitted. It is a Derby database file that is stored on
the user’s local machine. The local index is divided into two main compo-
nents. One component stores information about page visits and is depicted
in Figure 5.2, and the other component is responsible for storing informa-
tion about queries and is depicted in Figure 5.3. We repeated the URL
table in the second figure to show the foreign key references. For html page
visits, the URL is hashed and used as a key in the URL table, along with
the URL string. The html file is then parsed and the full text is retrieved
and inserted into the database with the document length (dl) which is the
number of terms in the document. All terms in the file are stemmed, term-
frequencies (tf ) are computed and each term is stored in the Terms table
with a document-frequency (df ) of 1. In case the term already exists in the
table, the df is incremented. Finally the tfs for each term in the document
are inserted in the corresponding TermFrequencies table.

While the file is being parsed, the title is extracted, and all its terms are
stemmed and stored in the separate Titles table the same way the body text
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Figure 5.2: Excerpt of the database schema responsible for storing informa-
tion about page visits

is stored. To store clickstream information, the table ClickStream is used.
It stores the source page ID and the target page ID, as well as the request
and load times of the target pages.

For the case of Google queries, each results’ page (simply an html page
with a certain structure) is parsed, and the result items are retrieved. Then
the query string is inserted in the table Queries with the load time of the
query. All URLs of the result set are stored before-hand in URLs, and a
query object is created as described in the previous subsection. Once the
session expires, all clicked and non-clicked results are stored in the tables
Clicks and NonClicks respectively. Thereby we store the title, snippet and
web rank and in addition request and load times for clicked results only.
Finally, we store query formulations in the table QueryChains. In order
to achieve this, we keep track of the current working query, and as soon
as the user types in a new query within the same search session, we insert
the IDs (load times) of both the current query (source) and the new query
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Figure 5.3: Excerpt of the database schema responsible for storing informa-
tion about queries

(target). We also compute the similarity between the two queries and insert
this similarity in the QueryChains table. In case the two query strings
share some common words, we consider the similarity to be 1. Otherwise,
we represent each query by the centroid of the top-50 results and compute
cosine or dot-product similarity between the two centroids.

To summarize, our proxy stores the web history in the local index.
Roughly speaking, the local index is used to learn about a general user
interest which is used to personalize search results. The queries part of the
local index is also used to improve retrieving previously seen results. The
next section focuses on how the actual personalization is performed.

5.2 Personalization Module

As stated in Chapter 4, we differentiate between three search goals, namely
re-finding known information (Subsection 4.3.1), finding out about topics
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of user interest (Subsection 4.3.2), and serving an ad-hoc information need
(Subsection 4.3.3). Personalization is carried out by expanding a possibly re-
formulated query, and ranking search results based on textual similarity with
the expanded query. Our personalization module is composed of three main
functions - automatic query re-writting, query expansion, and presenting
personalized results - which we describe separately below.

5.2.1 Automatic Query Re-writing

Whenever a user submits a Google query, the proxy consults the local index
to see if the query has occurred before. This is done by querying the Queries
table for the query string. In case the query has occurred before, the proxy
checks the QueryChains table for any previous query re-formulations. In
case there were any query re-formulations present, the query string of the
last query in the chain that has a similarity of 1 (i.e. shares some words with
the submitted query) is retrieved. The URL for the query is then modified
and the query string is replaced with the retrieved one.

For example, if the query ”seinfeld unseen episode” is submitted by the
user, the HTTP request URL would be http://www.google.com/search?

hl=en&q=seinfeld+unseen+episode. Assume the user submitted the same
query before, and thus it is present in the local index. Furthermore, assume
that the user re-formulated her query into ”seinfeld lost episode” within the
same search session. Thus consulting the QueryChains table should retrieve
the latter query string and the URL is automatically modified into http://

www.google.com/search?hl=en&q=seinfeld+lost+episode&num=50 and the
request is then forwarded to the search server. Recall that the num is added
to the URL string to retrieve the top-50 search results.

5.2.2 Query Expansion

Query expansion takes place with the user’s every action. This include
query submissions, result clicks as well as ordinary page visits. Each query
is associated with a query vector, which is a hashmap that initially contains
the terms in the query string. Again, the feature weights are computed using
either tf-idf or BM25 where the document frequency statistics are computed
from the session documents. The query vector is continuously updated based
on the user search mode as stated in the previous chapter. We first show
how query expansion takes place in case of recurring queries, followed by
query expansion based on documents in the local index and finally we show
how to expand the queries based on the session information.

Recurring Queries
For recurring queries, we query the table Clicks and retrieve all the associ-
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ated results the user clicked during the last interaction with the query. For
each result item, a result vector is constructed out of the title and snippet
of the result. We also retrieve and construct result vectors for the inten-
tionally non-clicked results by querying the NonClicks table . Intentionally
non-clicked results are those that were not clicked by the user and were
ranked higher than a clicked result. Those results could be interpreted in
two different ways: either the user did not find the result relevant during
her past interaction with the query, or she knows the result. Thus, for each
intentionally non-clicked result we check the table TermFrequencies table
and see whether this document has been parsed before or not. In case the
former holds, this result is not considered non-clicked but rather completely
ignored during the query expansion.

Once result vectors for both clicked and non-clicked result have been
constructed, query expansion takes place using the following formula.

~q1 = α~q0 +
β

n1

n1
∑

i=1

~Ri −
γ

n2

n2
∑

i=1

~Si

where ~q0 is the original query vector, ~q1 is the expanded query vector, ~Ri

is the ith clicked result vector (relevant documents), ~Si is the ith intention-
ally non-clicked result vector (non-relevant documents), n1 is the number of
clicked results for the query, and n2 is the number of intentionally non-clicked
results for the query. The parameters α, β, and γ control the influence of
relevant, and non-relevant documents on the refined query vector.

Using the Local Index
Query expansion from documents in the local index is done by running the
query along the local index. That is, all documents that contain one of the
stemmed query terms are retrieved. For each query term, an inverted list
is constructed that holds all the documents in the local index that contain
the term ordered descendingly according to the term score in the document
(whether tf-idf or BM25). After the construction of the inverted lists, Fagin’s
Threshold algorithm is run to retrieve the top-10 documents. The algorithm
is described in 2.2.

We implemented three different methods to select terms for query expan-
sion from the top-10 documents. The terms are either selected from the titles
of the documents (Titles table), the titles and the snippets of the documents
in case they were clicked results for some query (Titles and Clicks tables),
or from the full text of each document(TermFrequencies table). Since using
all the terms in the full text would often result in an extremely long query
vector , we decided to use only some terms from the full text of the docu-
ments. We use a simple heuristic and select the 20 terms with the highest
modified BM25 formula proposed by Teevan et al. [30]. The modified BM25
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formula gives higher weights to terms occurring more frequently in relevant
documents. In our case, we considered the top-10 documents to be the set
of relevant documents.

Using the Session Context
As mentioned earlier, queries are constantly expanded with the user’s every
action. These actions are either page visits, result clicks or query submis-
sions. In the case of a page visit, the html file is parsed and stored in the
local index and a document vector is constructed out of the page full text.
The textual similarity for this document vector and each query in the session
( using the query’s result set centroid constructed from the top-50 results) is
computed and if it exceeds a certain predefined threshold, terms are selected
from either the title, the title and snippet of the page, in case the document
was also a result click or the 20 terms with the highest BM25 score in the
document.

For the case of a result click, similar to expanding the query vector for
recurring queries based on previous interactions, we expand the query with
terms from either the title, the title and snippet or the 20 terms with the
highest BM25 score in the result. We also add terms from the intention-
ally non-clicked results giving them negative weights according to the same
formula stated in the query expansion for recurring queries case. For all
other similar queries within the session, the corresponding query vectors are
updated as well.

Finally, for the case of a query submission, we expand the query using
all the documents viewed during the session that are similar to the query.
For this purpose, we keep track of all the page visits within a session. We
also expand the query using terms from similar previously issued queries.

5.2.3 Presenting Personalized Results

As soon as a query has been expanded, its results are re-ranked based on
the textual similarity. The result re-ranking is achieved by computing the
cosine or dot-product similarity depending on the ranking scheme used. To
combine the personalized and original web ranks, each query object is as-
sociated with a personalization level parameter w which controls the effect
of the personalization for the query. That is, when the personalization level
is set to 0, the original Google results are presented to the user, and as the
personalization level increases, the effect of result re-ranking becomes more
dominant. When the personalization level is equal to 1, the pure personal-
ized results are presented to the user.

Before the response is sent to the user’s browser, we look for a special
html tag that marks the beginning of the result set in the html file sent by
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the search server. We then replace the original result set with our ranked
result set. To keep the user as transparent as possible to the personalization
procedure, we make sure to return the same number of results the user is
used to view per a results’ page. Finally, to enable the user to control the
amount of personalization we enhance the search results’ pages with a slider
which is based on a Javascript. Whenever the slider is moved, it issues
a dummy request to a certain URL with the current value of the slider.
The personalization module then recombines the personalized and original
results based on the new value of w, and sends the new response to the
browser.
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Chapter 6

Experiments

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed approach, we conducted
a small scale user study. The experiments consisted of two phases. During
the first phase, some volunteers used our proxy on their local machines to log
their browsing activities, as well as Google searches, for a period of 2 weeks.
After this phase of data collection, the actual evaluation took place. This
chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.1 describes the data collection
phase. In section 6.2, we describe how the actual evaluation took place.
Once the experimental setup has been described, we present our findings
and the results of the conducted experiments in Section 6.3.

6.1 Data Collection

Overall we had 9 volunteers that participated in our case study. All the
participants installed the proxy on their local machines, which had different
running operating systems (Windows XP, Linux, and Macintosh) and the
whole evaluation experiments were conducted there. Other than restricting
the version of the Java runtime environment installed on the participants’
machines to be version ”1.5.0 06” or later, no further restrictions were im-
posed.

The proxy was used to log the browsing activities, as well as Google
searches, by running in the background and writing extracted information
to a local Derby database file residing on the participant’s machine. These
data were used to construct the local index. For more details about the
structure of the local index, refer to Section 5.1.2. Each participant config-
ured her browser to use the proxy for HTTP connections. Thus, all HTTP
requests were recorded before being forwarded to the outgoing servers. The
participants were asked to proceed normally with their browsing behavior
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and the proxy did not intervene or alter their browsing experiences in any
means. For convenience, the participants were able to turn the logging of
the browsing on and off by accessing a special URL.

This period of logging or data collection lasted for 2 weeks. The size of
the local index constructed from the tracked data was on average 163.7 MB
(ranging from 73.6 to 237 MB). This local index was used in our personal-
ization strategies in case of re-finding known information, and finding out
about topics of user interest. Thus, during this phase each participant was
also asked to keep track of 5 search topics they have been inquiring.

6.2 Evaluation of Search Results

Each participant evaluated 10 self-chosen queries. 5 of such queries were
about topics the participant had been inquiring during the data collection
period and were used to assess the effectiveness of our personalization ap-
proach in case of re-finding known information, and finding out about topics
of user interest. For each query, the participant was presented with the top-
50 Google results placed in random order in order to avoid result’s position
bias. To compute the quality of the clickstream results and the automatic
query rewriting based on previous query refinements in case of recurring
queries, the top-50 Google results were intermingled with the clickstream
results and the Google results of the re-written query. This was also done
to assess the quality of the top-10 documents retrieved from the local index.
The participant was asked to mark each result as highly relevant, relevant
or completely irrelevant.

As mentioned above, the evaluation phase also took place on the partic-
ipant’s machine. In order to achieve this, we used a setting parameter that
the user changed to inform the proxy that the evaluation was taking place.
During such a phase, the proxy detected Google queries, and instead of pre-
senting the participant with the original result set as usual, it returned the
intermingled random result set. Figure 6.1 is a snapshot of an evaluation
result set.

The rest of the evaluated queries were used to assess the quality of re-
sult re-ranking based on the search session context. Thereby participants
were asked to perform normal search tasks they usually perform. Each par-
ticipant was presented with the personalized results and had the complete
freedom to browse to other pages, view results, modify queries, etc. After
the participant had finally located what she was looking for and was ready
to move to another search topic, she simply pressed a button to evaluate the
search results for the last query submitted about the current topic. Thus,
each search topic represented a search session and all the actions during one
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Figure 6.1: Evaluation results for the query ”exceed display software”

session were stored separately from the data collected during the logging
phase. These actions included all the queries submitted along with their
result sets, the clicked results for each query submitted, and any pages the
participant visited. This data was later used to simulate the search sessions
the user generated during this type of evaluation.

For each evaluated query, we stored the URL of each result item, the
URLs of the re-written query results in case the evaluated query was re-
curring, the URLs of the top-10 results retrieved from the local index, and
the URLs of clickstream results, along with the relevance judgment for each
of these documents in a separate look-up table. This table was later used
offline to compute assessment measures for the evaluated queries, which is
the focus of the next section.
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6.3 Experimental Results

After evaluating the 10 queries, each participant uploaded the database file
which consisted of the data collected during the logging phase, the evalua-
tion results along with the relevance judgments and the stored information
about the search sessions the user generated while performing the second
type of evaluation. To evaluate the effectiveness of the different personaliza-
tion approaches we proposed, we conducted offline experiments to compute
the Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG) [11] for the evaluated queries. A
description of the DCG is present in Section 2.4.2. We used 3 levels of rele-
vance, namely highly relevant in case the document had the information the
user was looking for, relevant for documents that were some how related to
the topic the user was searching but were not quite exactly what she was
looking for, and completely irrelevant for those documents that were com-
pletely unrelated to the search topic. We used G(i) = 2 for highly relevant
documents, G(i) = 1 for relevant ones, and G(i) = 0 for non-relevant ones.
Teevan et al. [30] showed that using different gain values for highly rele-
vant documents does not have an impact on the computed DCG. In order
to facilitate averaging over queries, the DCG was normalized to a value be-
tween 0 (the worst possible DCG given the ratings) and 1 (the best possible
DCG given the ratings, which is obviously the case where all highly relevant
documents are ranked first, followed by relevant ones, and then followed by
non-relevant ones), which we refer to as Normalized DCG or NDCG in the
following. All offline experiments were carried out on an Intel Pentium 3
GHz computer with 1 GB working memory under Windows XP.

We compare the quality of the personalized results to the original Google
results. We also compare among the different personalization strategies, and
show that indeed choosing the appropriate personalization strategy accord-
ing to the search mode is crucial, and improves the search result ranking
quality. For the first type of evaluation, we compare among the different
ranking schemes and query expansion schemes. For the case of search ses-
sion context strategy, we also report on the effect of using different types
of information as evidence of relevance (i.e., using queries submitted within
the session, results clicked, pages visited or using all the information within
the session). We start by reporting the experimental results for the case of
recurring queries, where automatic query rewriting was deployed. This is
followed by an analysis of the performance of using the local index to im-
prove result ranking. Finally, the results of using the search session context
to perform the re-ranking are presented.
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Figure 6.2: Average NDCG for automatically re-written queries

6.3.1 Performance for Recurring Queries

Overall we had 45 queries that were about topics the participants had in-
quired during the data collection phase. 10 of such queries were recurring
ones that were automatically re-written. As shown in Figure 6.2, automatic
re-writing of recurring queries clearly improves search results quality. The
NDCG for the automatically re-written queries was almost twice as better
as the NDCG for the original Google results. Recall that automatically re-
written queries are those queries that were present in the local index and
were associated with a chain of query re-formulations. These queries were
automatically re-written to present the last query in that chain as long as it
shared some words with the original query. Our intuition was the fact that
users would continue to reformulate their query until they find what they
are looking for. The experimental results support our belief that automatic
re-writing of queries could be very beneficial in the case of re-finding known
information.

As an example, the query ”eccentricity” is reformulated as ”eccentricity
graph theory” by our system resulting in a more than 6 times better NDCG
. See Table 6.1 for the top-5 results.

Since the number of recurring queries was quite small, we conducted an
independent t-test at a significance level of 0.1 assuming unequal variances.
We chose to perform an independent test since the re-written queries were
different from the original ones. The t-test is described in details in Section
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”eccentricity”
Google’s NDCG: 0.138

”eccentricity graph theory”
Personalized NDCG: 0.932

Eccentricity - Wikipedia, . . .
Glossary of graph theory -
Wikipedia, . . .

Orbital eccentricity - Wikipedia, . . .
Glossary of graph theory - Informa-
tion from Answers.com

Eccentricity - from Wolfram Math-
World

Graph Clustering for Very Large
Topic Maps

Eccentricity ONLINE
Graph Theory - from Wolfram
MathWorld

Scropio
LINK: a combinatorics and graph
theory work bench . . .

Table 6.1: Top-5 results (query re-writing)

2.4.3. Table 6.2 shows the results of the t-test. The t-value is equal to
-4.824 and the p-value (one-tail) is equal 0.0000935 which is much less than
0.1. This indicates that the mean of the NDCG for the re-written queries is
significantly higher than that of the original submitted queries.

Variable 1 Variable 2

Mean 0.469 0.803
Variance 0.0316 0.016
Observations 10 10
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0
Degrees of Freedom 16
t-value -4.824
P(T≤t) one-tail 0.0000935
t Critical one tail 1.337
P(T≤t) two-tail 0.000187
t Critical two-tail 1.746

Table 6.2: Independent t-test for automatically re-written queries

For recurring queries that did not have any query refinements associated
with them in the local index, we performed result re-ranking based on the
user’s past interaction with the result set. That is, the query was expanded
to include terms that best differentiate between relevant and non-relevant
documents where relevant documents were those results the user clicked on
and non-relevant ones were non-clicked results that were ranked higher than
a clicked result. As shown in Figure 6.3, result re-ranking based on past
interaction alone in fact resulted in a worse NDCG compared to the original
ranking. These queries considered here did not have any further refinements
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Figure 6.3: Average NDCG for recurring queries re-ranked based on past
interactions

associated, which indicates that the user was satisfied with the first results
page. These queries could be considered easy, and thus, do not call for
personalization. Combining the original web ranks and the personalized
ranks resulted in a slight improvement in NDCG when the combination
weight w = 0.2. Figure 6.4 shows the change in NDCG as w changes. The
optimum NDCG was achieved when w = 0.2.

For the case of a recurring query, we also introduced additional click-
stream results. These are web pages the user visited starting from result
pages during her past interaction with the query. Figure 6.5 shows the re-
ranked results for the query ”macavity” along with the clickstream results
introduced. On average 50% of the clickstream results were considered rel-
evant by the participants and contributed with 2.7% of the overall relevant
documents.

We conducted a paired t-test at a significance level of 0.1 to compare the
Average NDCG of the re-ranked results (w = 0.2) and the original results.
The results of the test indicate that the t-value is equal to -2.391 and the
p-value (one-tail) is equal 0.0202 which is less than 0.1. This shows that the
mean of the NDCG for the re-ranked results is indeed higher than that of
the original Google results.
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Figure 6.4: Average NDCG for recurring queries re-ranked based on past
interactions versus the combination weight w

Figure 6.5: An example clickstream result for the query ”macavity”
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Figure 6.6: Average NDCG for pseudo-relevance feedback from the local
index

6.3.2 Local Index Personalization Performance

For queries that were not recurring i.e., did not occur before, we used a
personalized pseudo-relevance feedback approach to personalize the search
results. Thereby the query was run against the local index and the top-
10 documents retrieved were assumed to be relevant. We assumed that
these documents might be a good guess of what the user was interested in.
Further, the query was expanded to include terms from either the titles, the
titles and snippets, or the full text (20 terms with the highest BM25 score)
of the top-10 documents. Once the query was expanded, the top-50 results
were re-ranked based on similarity with the expanded query.

We had a total of 25 evaluated queries that were used to assess this type
of personalization and we considered the 2 most dominant ranking schemes,
namely the tf-idf and the BM25. Figure 6.6 gives NDCG values for pseudo-
relevance feedback (PRF) based on the local index when results were ranked
based on the tf-idf score. The queries were expanded with terms from the
titles and snippets of the top-10 documents. The pure personalized results
slightly overdue personalization, however, when combined with the original
web ranks choosing w = 0.5 the original Google results are outperformed.
The optimum NDCG was reported when w = 0.3. See Figure 6.7 to view the
change in NDCG as w changes. As an additional competitor we consider the
performance of re-ranking the top-50 Google results based on pure textual
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Figure 6.7: Average NDCG for local index PRF versus combination weight
w

similarity to the original query, which is consistently outperformed by the
personalized results.

Results for the sample query ”vilnius, lithuania” are presented in Table
6.3. We see the top-5 results from the user’s local index being all about hotels
in Vilnius, thus biasing the personalized results more towards travel guides,
hotels and outings in Vilnius. Table 6.4 gives the results for the paired t-test
at a significance level of 0.1, which shows that indeed the mean of the NDCG
for the local index PRF is significantly better than that of Google results
when w = 0.3. Similar to the clickstream results, we introduced the top-10
documents retrieved from the local index to the participant. This way we
enabled the participant to search her own her history as well. On average
39% of the top-10 results were relevant to the query, and they contributed
with 5.4% of the total relevant documents.
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Top-5 local index results
Google
NCDG: 0.731

Personalization
NCDG: 0.841

Radisson Sas Astorija
hotel Vilnius . . .

Vilnius City Municipal-
ity

Lithuania travel guide

Ramada Vilnius hotel
The Web’s No. 1 Lithua-
nian Tourist Guide

Vilnius, Lithuania
Restaurants

Crowne plaza Vilnius ho-
tel

U.S. Mission to Lithua-
nia

Lithuania Hotels Book-
ing . . .

Novotel Vilnius hotel Vilnius
Lithuania in your pocket
city guide . . .

Vilnius forum: Kaunas
to Vilnius - trip advisor

Lithuania in your pocket
city guide . . .

Vilnius Lithuania
(Google maps)

Table 6.3: Top-5 results for query ”vilnius, lithuania” (pseudo-relevance
feedback from the local index)

In Figure 6.8 we investigate the effect of the similarity of the top-10 doc-
uments to the query. The figure shows that the percentage of improvements
in the NDCG tends to be higher as the similarity of the top-1 document
retrieved from the local index with the query increases. This indicates that
making use of the similarity of the query to the retrieved local index doc-
uments to decide whether or not to perform re-ranking could be beneficial.
We plan to further investigate this as part of the future work. In a similar
manner, we report the effect of the local index size on the improvement of
the NDCG. As shown in Figure 6.9, the percentage of improvement in the
Average NDCG tends to increase with the local index size. Both figures were
constructed at a combination weight w = 0.3 with tf-idf as the underlying
ranking scheme.

Variable 1 Variable 2

Mean 0.806 0.826
Variance 0.0332 0.0336
Observations 25 25
Pearson Correlation 0.9712
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0
Degrees of Freedom 24
t-value -2.2169
P(T≤t) one-tail 0.0182
t Critical one tail 1.318
P(T≤t) two-tail 0.0364
t Critical two-tail 1.711

Table 6.4: Paired t-test for local index PRF using tf-idf.
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Figure 6.8: Improvement in NDCG versus the maximum similarity with the
local index

Figure 6.9: Improvement in Average NDCG versus the local index size
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Figure 6.10 compares the performance of query expansion with terms
selected from the titles only, the titles and snippets, and the full text (the 20
terms with the highest BM25 score) of the top-10 documents retrieved from
the local index. There has been no significant difference between the query
expansion based on terms extracted from titles only, and terms extracted
from titles and snippets. This is due to the fact that we used the titles only
whenever there were no snippets present for the top-k documents. Both
expansion schemes performed better than when using the full text of the
documents to extract terms for query expansion. This is mainly because
titles and snippets are more focused and usually give a stronger description
of the document than the trivial heuristic we used to select terms from the
full text of the documents. The compared NDCG were computed for the
case where pure personalization was in-place (i.e., w = 1).

Finally, we report the performance of the local index PRF when BM25
was used as the underlying ranking scheme in Figure 6.11. Again, the pure
personalized results were slightly worse, even when combined with the orig-
inal web ranks choosing w = 0.5. The optimum NDCG was reported when
w = 0.2 and outperformed the original Google results. We again consider
the performance of re-ranking the top-50 Google results based on pure tex-
tual similarity with the original query, which not only out-performed the
personalized results but also the original Google results. We believe that
this is due the complexity of the BM25 ranking function which involves a
lot of parameters tuning, which we plan to study next along with the interac-
tion between query expansion and the BM25 ranking based on the expanded
query. Table 6.5 gives the results for the paired t-test conducted at a signifi-
cance level of 0.1. The table confirms that the local index PRF using BM25
outperforms the original Google results performance when w = 0.2.

Variable 1 Variable 2

Mean 0.806 0.817
Variance 0.0332 0.0346
Observations 25 25
Pearson Correlation 0.9768
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0
Degrees of Freedom 24
t-value -1.3909
P(T≤t) one-tail 0.0885
t Critical one tail 1.318
P(T≤t) two-tail 0.177
t Critical two-tail 1.711

Table 6.5: Paired t-test for local index PRF using BM25
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Figure 6.10: Average NDCG for local index PRF using different expansion
schemes

Figure 6.11: Average NDCG for local index PRF using BM25
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Figure 6.12: Average NDCG for session context personalization

6.3.3 Session Context Personalization Performance

We had a total of 45 queries for the second type of evaluation, where we tried
to use the search session context in order to improve search result ranking.
We report a slight but consistent improvement in the Average NDCG over
the original Google results as indicated in figure 6.12. The result re-ranking
was based on tf-idf and the terms used for query expansion were extracted
from the titles and snippets of the documents. The figure shows the NDCG
values in case all the information present in the session (that is, results
clicked during the session, previous queries submitted before the evaluated
one, as well as all the documents the user browsed to during the search
session) were used. We also considered ranking the results by using the
local index PRF. The figure indicates that indeed ranking the results based
on the search session context was indeed more beneficial than ranking the
results based on the local index top-10 documents. Since the search session
documents are more query focused, they are expected to be a better source
for query expansion terms as indicated. In Table 6.6, we show how the
result re-ranking which is aware of the preceding query ”anxiety care” helps
promote more relevant results for the query ”depression plain talk”.

Again, when compared to ranking results based on the tf-idf textual
similarity only, the session context personalization performed consistently
better. Figures 6.13 and 6.14 show the performance of the session context
personalization when the personalized results were combined with the orig-
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Figure 6.13: Average NDCG for session context personalization (w = 0.5)

Figure 6.14: Average NDCG for session context personalization (w = 0.7)
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Google
NCDG: 0.826

Personalization
NCDG: 0.852

NIMH: Depression
plain talk about depression. plain talk
series. . . .

Plain Talk about Depression. Plain
Talk Series.

plain talk about depression

plain talk about depression mental health/mental illness: families

This is Wiltshire- CommuniGate - . . . let’s talk about depression

Plain talk about . . . Pamphlet by: U.S. plain talk: story

Table 6.6: Top-5 results for query ”depression plain talk” (session-context
personalization)

inal results when w = 0.5 and w = 0.7 respectively. The optimum Average
NDCG was obtained at the latter value.

We conducted a paired t-test at a significance level of 0.1 when w = 0.7.
The results of the test in Table 6.7 indicate that the session context NDCG
is significantly higher than that of the original Google results.

Variable 1 Variable 2

Mean 0.766 0.790
Variance 0.0330 0.0242
Observations 45 45
Pearson Correlation 0.833554
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0
Degrees of Freedom 44
t-value -1.6242
P(T≤t) one-tail 0.0557
t Critical one tail 1.301
P(T≤t) two-tail 0.111
t Critical two-tail 1.680

Table 6.7: Paired t-test for session context personalization

Finally, we investigated the effect of choosing different sources of evi-
dence to perform relevance feedback. That is, we report the performance of
query expansion when the source of expansion terms are the results clicked
during the session(result-clicks), the results clicked along with any pages
visited(result-clicks + page-visits), using only previous queries issued dur-
ing the session (previous-queries), and using all this information (all). Table
6.8 shows that result-clicks+page-visits gave the best performance in terms
of NDCG. The table also shows the average NDCG if the evaluated query
were re-ranked based on the user interactions with the evaluation result
set (current-interactions). The reported values were computed when pure
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Evidence Source NDCG Standard deviation
result-clicks 0.790 0.134
result-clicks+page-visits 0.784 0.160
previous-queries 0.778 0.153
all 0.781 0.148
current-interactions 0.787 0.173

Table 6.8: Average NDCG for session context personalization using different
sources for query expansion

personalization was in place.

6.4 Discussion

In summary, the outcome of the described experiments clearly shows the
benefits of our proposed model. The results show that choosing the right
personalization strategy based on the user’s information need is crucial.
However, the experiments also show that the performance of the local index
PRF exhibits a big variance depending on the query, the similarity of the
top-10 documents retrieved from the local index, as well as the overall size of
the local index. This calls for more research regarding the decision to make
use of the user’s general interest deduced from the local index to bias the
search results ranking. Another point we omitted during our experiments
was the choice of the combination weight w, that optimally combines both
personalized and original search results. Currently, this was left as a user’s
setting with the aid of a slider.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion and Future Work

We presented a general framework for web search personalization that adapts
the means of personalization to the user need in place. Our approach makes
use of the implicit feedback present in the user’s web interactions in order to
improve the search results ranking. We exploited the long-term web history
as well as the current search context to perform the personalization. We pre-
ferred a client-side approach to preserve the user’s privacy and to make use
of interactions that are outside the reach of search servers. The conducted
experiments reveal the benefit of using implicit feedback to improve results
quality, and indicate the need for our approach of different personalization
strategies based on the information need. The experiments also show that
combining both personalized and original web search results is crucial. How-
ever, adjusting the combination weight w has not been throughly studied
and was left as a user setting with the aid of a slider. We plan to study this
more carefully next.

Possible directions of future work include:

• Studying more sophisticated adaptation factors to switch between
the different personalization strategies. Currently, the decision which
search goal a user pursues, and thus which kind of personalization
method applies is based on heuristics about the position of the query
within the search session. For example, in case of recurring queries,
one possible direction is to check for recurring queries for each query
the user submits or to perform a more relaxed check for recurrency
which does not require an exact query match.

• Rather than using all terms in the titles, titles and snippets, or some
heuristically chosen terms from the full text of the relevant documents,
we plan to study different methods of term selection for query expan-
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sion. We also plan to investigate the performance of the different
ranking schemes based on the expanded query more carefully.

• We aim to refine the adoption of the local index to perform personal-
ization. By measuring query ambiguity based on the search engine’s
result set, e.g., using clustering, measuring average pairwise similarity
or divergence between the query string and the result set (query clar-
ity on the result set) or measuring divergence between matching local
index documents and the result set, we can deduce whether the query
might benefit from biasing it according to the user interest or not.
The measured values might not only drive a hard decision whether to
consider long-term interests or not but also drive the choice of the com-
bination parameter w. A very similar reasoning could later drive the
decision when to combine the ad-hoc information need with long-term
interests.

• We also believe that thresholding the amount of local index informa-
tion incorporated by how strong the query topic is present in the local
index might be beneficial. Our experimental results show that the
amount of improvement in the search results quality tends to increase
with the similarity of the query to the documents retrieved from the
local index which motivates the work in this direction.
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